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Art inspires Life – Life inspires Art
AP Limited Editions represents
rare and unique forms of art, handed
across time and cultures. Expanding
traditional definitions of art, our limited edition pens will honor your family of heirlooms for years to come.
Each pen has been crafted with passion and precision over several months
from design to conception and continues its journey of telling the story. We
find lasting inspiration in our products, and hope you do as well…
Our Philosophy
The AP Limited Editions is borne
from years of passion for writing
with fountain pens. The fascination
for collecting pens began at the age
of nine when I was growing up in
India and learned fine penmanship.
This was nurtured through time, by
reading, using and learning about
pen related ephemera. I spent my
teenage years living and studying in
England where I spent weekends exploring fountain pens at Burlington
Arcade, Battersea, Covent Garden
and Harrods. All my savings went towards a prized fountain pen helping
me slowly build a small collection of
pens that were absolutely intriguing
for me. My pens were not just a part
of a collection to view – I thoroughly
enjoyed putting the fine nibs to paper. I used to dream of how I would
launch a line of pens that would be
everything I desired to own.
I found my home and heart in the
United States and the opportunity of
realizing my dream. Becoming a part
of the collector fraternity in America
further enhanced my knowledge of
pens. Visits to various pen shows and
meeting with other collectors, drove
my inspiration towards conviction
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to launch The AP Limited Editions.
Every introduction in The AP Limited Editions is for the discerning, for
those who understand and appreciate quality and only desire the very
best. My intent is to bring to you, a
product that is not only unique and
beautiful, but a true work of art to
become an heirloom over time.
I see creativity as a dynamic spiral,
moving upwards and onwards, driving passion to newer heights, and
taking the best of the past to new
horizons into the future. I seek new
inspiration with each creation and
hope you find that too.
Anuj Poddar, CEO, AP Limited
Editions Los Angeles, California
Fountain Pens: Limited Editions
Maki-e Art from Japan A Divine Romance (New for 2008)
Love, is the greatest emotion of
human life and finds its pinnacle
in the Divine Romance of Radha
– Krishna.
The greatest love legend to become
immortalized in Indian mythology is
the story of Radha – a beautiful gopi
(cowherd) and Krishna, one of the
most loved Gods of the Hindu pantheon and the central figure of the
renowned Bhagavada Gita.
Radha’s love for Krishna has a
significance that goes much beyond
mortal love – it becomes the soul’s
quest for unification with the ultimate truth, the Divine.
Growing up to herd cows, Radha
was a childhood friend of Krishna,
and the two later became lovers.
Krishna would play the flute and
Radha would be in raptures. Her passion and devotion for him elevates
the experience of love from the sensual to the sublime, from the mortal
to the divine.
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1. A Divine Romance
(New for 2008)
Maki-e Art from Japan
Limited Edition:
18 pieces
Nibs: 18K; Available in
F/M/B
Eye-dropper filling
mechanism
2. The Royal Bengal
Tiger (New for 2008)
Russian Miniature Art
Limited Edition: 9 pieces
Nibs: 18K: Available in
F/M/B
Eye-dropper filling
mechanism
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Ganesha and
Hanuman Maki-e
Limited Edition
Fountain Pens
18 pens each
Eye Dropper
Retail price: $18,000 each
Available in nib sizes:
F/M/B (18K Gold)
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Buddha in Meditation
and Buddha the Enlightened Maki-e
Limited Edition
Fountain Pens
18 Pens each
Eye Dropper
Retail price: $21,000 each
Available in nib sizes:
F/M/B (18K Gold)
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Maslenista and From
Urushi to Palekh
Russian Miniature Art
Limited Edition
Fountain Pens
9 pens each
Eye Dropper
Retail Price: $12,000 each
Available in nib sizes: F/M/
B (18K Gold)
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The Circus and Churches
of Moscow
Russian Miniature Art
Limited Edition
Fountain Pens
9 pens each
Eye Dropper
Retail Price:
$12,000 each
Available in nib sizes:
F/M/B (18K Gold)
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